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Introduction

Welcome to SalsaCrazy.com, home of Salsa Dance all over the world. SalsaCrazy is born of a passion to share the joy of dancing, and to get people learning how to dance. Salsa Dance is vibrant and exploding all over the world, and salsa dancing culture has spread to almost all major (and most minor) cities, in each and every country.

Whether you’re looking for a salsa club to dance at, a salsa class to polish your skills, or a dance partner to practice or perform with... You've come to the right place. And if you haven't started to learn to dance yet, now is the time!

Who is SalsaCrazy? Learn all about us, what we do, and why we do it. This section will provide a behind-the-scenes look into the legendary SalsaCrazy.com evolution. From individual salsa dance passion to international salsa empire...
The Dazzling Darling Of Latin Beats - Salsa

Introducing the Latin sensual dancing culture and the modern beat of the Salsa sensation.

Tap, sway and turn, just bring out whatever move you got and give-in to the rhythm that bridged tradition and modern dance moves - the darling of most Latin America's sexy sensual moves - Salsa.

Dances such as mambo, cha-cha-cha, samba, rumba and many others influenced the breaking out of salsa during the 1950's. Eccentrically beautiful, salsa was born in the multicultural lands of Latin America, with the sexiness and sophistication of the beautiful Latin culture.

Salsa is a sexy flavor of hot chili and red sweet tomatoes on the dance floor. Its sensuality and sophistication entices every one to admire its way of dancing. Passion is the perfect word that defines the music and movement of this dance. It creates an undeniable pull in which people just have to dance and get into the beat. More than a dance, salsa is a lifestyle of passion and sophistication.

Salsa dance is known for its expressive sensual dance moves. It requires movements from all parts of the body - foot, hips, hands, neck, shoulders. For salsa, each body-movement is a language that connotes meaning. It is a dance of communication, a body interaction initiated in a medium of music and beat where partners communicate using their body. Each body action has an equivalent response.

Learning how to dance salsa is so rewarding, watching couples spin their way around romance with its Latin beat. Aside from the experience of dancing with fiercely beautiful and sexy men and women, learning salsa is an asset for firming that body into a sexy shape. In addition, it can also serve as a creative fitness routine or work out for people needing a more active lifestyle.

Aesthetically exceptional, the dance movement of salsa which came from the Latin culture is an eye catcher. It leaves a beautiful impression on the dancers doing the dance moves. A sexy, desirable and beautiful woman can suddenly become the most beautiful woman on the dance
floor. The secret is to know how to move and sway perfectly with the beat, execute perfect sexy motions and accentuate the sensual interplay between partners.

Moreover, learning salsa is not impossible. Simple foot turns and hips swings can be acquired easily through tutorial dance videos or even just dance video clips over the internet. While advance techniques such as spins, dips, and styling can be acquired with in-person lessons. Learning how to dance salsa is now easy and affordable. From DVDs to online tutorials, to classes in your city or town, it has never been easier to learn this sexy Latin dance.

The most important technique in salsa dancing aside from the foot, hip and body swings and turns, is the ability to dance to the music and improvise gracefully. Salsa is not about the steps borrowed from rumba, or anywhere else. It is about making a free flowing movement expressing yourself to rhythm of the music. And the more eccentric and improvised it is, the more beautiful it gets. So don't forget to improvise and patent your own moves.
Seven Great Reasons To Start Salsa Dancing

Salsa dancing is a sexy Latin dance characterized by its Afro-Caribbean beat, Latin rhythm and Cuban band melodies. Salsa dance is a passionate rhythmic dance that involves fast footwork and intimate movements.

The term salsa was coined form the Cuban hot sauce that uses several ingredients to create a spicy hot sauce. Like the condiment, the dance incorporates many Latin, African and European dances and mixes it into one dance. This steamy energetic dance is a favorite not only in Latin American countries but is largely based in the American cities of New York and Los Angeles.

There are many reasons to start learning to dance salsa. Here are a few reasons:

Learning Salsa dance is a great work out. Instead of exercising in a local gym, why not dance salsa in a club and have the same work out but with music and fun. Salsa dance is a great cardio work out and works out both the legs and the torso. It also increases your body's flexibility and increases your endorphins as you work out on the dance floor.

Learning Salsa helps to increase your confidence and your self esteem. Salsa is a very intricate and energetic dance. Mastering this dance, you know what you're doing and how to move your body. This helps you with your confidence, around people and especially around members of the opposite sex.

Salsa dance also helps with a person's timing and reflexes. Because of the footwork and coordination needed, the dancer's timing and reflexes are automatically improved.

Salsa dance is a mixture of many other dances. It incorporates so many dances and is very open to improvisation. Learning Salsa dance also teaches you the basics on how to dance other dances such as the Mambo, the Cha Cha and Merengue. Most of the other dances have the same dance steps and rhythm basics and so learning the Salsa sets up the foundation for many other dances.
Leaning Salsa can also help with relationships with the opposite sex. Aside from your self esteem and confidence, you also learn how to master the intricacies of when to lead and follow with the opposite sex. It teaches you the subtle differences between men and women and how to move your body with your partner.

Salsa dance is a social dance. You cannot dance alone. It is inevitable that you get to meet other people and other dancers. When you learn to dance, you get to socialize and meet people. You get to interact with them on a different level because you share this one common enjoyable thing, dancing Salsa.

Lastly, the most important and greatest reason to learn the salsa is because it is just so much fun. Aside from the fun that regular dancing brings, Salsa is so energetic and connecting, you can't help but smile as you move on the dance floor.
The Moving of the Hips, the Cuban beat, the swaying of bodies... this is what it is like to dance the Salsa. The Salsa dance integrates the dances of the rumba, the Pechanga, the Mambo and many other dances into one sizzling dance. Most of the dances are of African and European decent. The term Salsa was coined from the Spanish word for sauce. The salsa is a spicy sauce and the dance is just as spicy. The Salsa dance is a passionate and rhythmic dance that can be intimate and fast moving.

Because of its roots in many other cultural dances, the history of the salsa dance is constantly being contradicted and is constantly changing. Most cultures claim the Salsa as an evolution of their own cultural dance. But for the most part, Salsa dance and Salsa music are considered Latin dancing and Latin music.

The Salsa dance and its steps are based on rhythm and footwork. The two dancers, usually a male and a female, face each other when dancing. In learning how to dance the salsa, one has to learn the two positions in dancing. The two positions are the Open Position and the closed position. The Open position has the lead, usually the man, holding one or both of his partner’s hands. This is important when leading your partner, especially when doing the Salsa turns and spins.

In the closed position, the lead places his hand on his partner’s back while his partner places her hands on his shoulders. Dance partners dance in two kinds of steps, the back step and the front step. It is similar to Mambo except that the movements are freer and there is more side to side movement with the Salsa dance. While dancing, the shoulders and the upper body remains level while the feet move causing the hips to move and shift.

This shift is famously called the Cuban hip movement. Although there are simple and basic steps on how to dance the salsa, the salsa is open to improvisation. That’s what makes the salsa a unique and fun dance. It relies on rhythm and feel and letting the music lead you. It is based on moving your hips and feeling the movement of your dance partner.

Learning how to dance the salsa can be done by searching the internet. The internet provides instructional videos that show step by step instruction and show the different steps and
techniques in the Salsa dance. These videos instruct the steps for both the male and the female parts. Most of the steps are learned by learning the feel and rhythm of the music.

Once the steps are learned, the dancer can freely dance within the salsa system. The salsa is a very passionate dance that portrays intimacy and vibrant emotion. Learning to dance the Salsa can make you familiar with many other dances since the salsa dance is a distillation of many other dances. Learning the Salsa will give you the base to easily learn other dances such as the Boogaloo, the Cha Cha and the Mambo. Dancing also keeps you in shape and helps with your confidence. Add some spice in your life and learn to dance the dance of passion, the dance of the Salsa.

Salsacrazy.Com – Home Of The World's Best Salsa Dance Resources, Events, Dance Classes And Clubs

Salsacrazy.com is the complete Salsa Dancing resource whether completely new to Salsa or an expert.

http://www.SalsaCrazy.com is the complete Salsa resource and provides everything someone needs to get crazy about salsa. SalsaCrazy.com's best selling Salsa Dance Mastery System DVDs are sold in over 20 major countries and a hundred major cities throughout the world.

The Salsa Dance Mastery System is only one of over 22 instructional dance DVDs available. Along with Learn to Dance DVDs SalsaCrazy has an interactive online teaching experience called SalsaBootCamp where people can view thousands of online videos, read exclusive articles, talk with other dancers, and even ask experts their questions. From beginner to expert SalsaCrazy.com helps people get more involved in everything Salsa has to offer.

SalsaCrazy.com offers a full line of instructional dance DVDs. Each DVD demonstrates the steps, rhythm, and patterns in a step by step easy to learn system that can take someone from beginner to expert dancer in the fastest way possible. Special attention is paid to getting the camera angles just right so the steps and movements are easy to see and follow.
For advanced Salsa dancers SalsaCrazy.com offers the 6 DVD Advanced Mastery System that teaches experienced dancers some of the most difficult and complex patterns in Salsa Dancing. Every move is broken down into easily learnable segments that will excite even the most seasoned dancers. SalsaCrazy.com DVDs include instruction on Salsa On1, On2, Cuban style, Salsa Rueda, Bachata, Merengue, and many other Latin, Swing and Ballroom styles of Dance.

Salsa Dancing has taken off and become one of the most popular Latin dances styles throughout the world. SalsaCrazy.com is THE place for salsa enthusiasts. Wherever there is salsa dance, music, and events, SalsaCrazy is there.

Finding places to Dance anywhere in the world is easy with SalsaCrazy.com Guides to cities all over the globe. There are calendars and listings for every major event and party and even special events like Salsa Cruises.

Salsa is growing in popularity all over the world and SalsaCrazy.com is there to help people experience all that this incredible style of dance has to offer.

**Salsa Crazy Home Of The World's Largest Online Salsa Dance School**

*SalsaCrazy.com provides dance classes for all levels and styles of dance.*

*SalsaCrazy.com*’s mission is to share the joy of dancing to the world through the DVDs, Dance Classes, and Video lessons. SalsaCrazy.com is a one-stop resource for Salsa Dancing.

Any person interested in learning Salsa can join this program and take Salsa dancing lessons from SalsaCrazy.com. This is a source of training for dance enthusiasts irrespective of their expertise. A series of DVD guides are available with Salsa Crazy. The DVD guides help in picking up salsa dancing faster than any other source.

The set of DVDs teaches Salsa in the comfort of the home. This dance program provides additional knowledge to the beginner. This is a step by step guide which helps in building up Salsa steps in a progressive easy to learn system. Secrets have also been provided to the learners of Salsa dance through various tips which help in improving their skill level.
The Beginner 3 DVD pack is a great start or the entire Salsa Dance Mastery System is available for $149.95. This entire package helps in picking up Salsa skills in order to master the technique.

Each DVD is also available separately and can be purchased one at a time, each available for $39.95 each. Learning to dance Salsa even with no experience is easy with the Beginners Learn to Salsa Volume I through III.

Bachata is another dance taking the world by storm and the dance tutorials for this dance are also available with Salsa Crazy. Salsa Crazy offers dance lessons on Bachata through the Learn to dance Bachata DVD guides. These video tutorials are specialized to get anyone started in this new dance style right away. The entire format of this dance pattern has been explained in this DVD guide and helps in picking up the finer points of Bachata dance form.

The Advanced Salsa Dance Mastery System set is a 6 DVD package which is a tutorial for the skilled dancers. The skilled dancers of Salsa style can sharpen their skills using this DVD package and master very complicated patterns and styling. The entire 6 DVD package is available for $197 and the advanced stages of styling and patterns can be easily learnt through this DVD pack.

Apart from the DVDs SalsaCrazy.com helps the visitors in picking up Salsa with tons of free videos offered throughout the site. The free online videos can get even a beginner dancing the basic and give them a taste for what is to come.

SalsaCrazy.com also has lots of packages such as the Total Latin Dance Mastery System where over 20 DVDs are available and lots of free bonuses. There is a package of DVDs right for any dancer and style! Information on various world dancing events is also available at Salsa Crazy.

About SalsaCrazy.com:

Founded in 1996, the SalsaCrazy.com brand is known worldwide as the bestselling Salsa Dance instruction videos to learn to dance in the world, as well as a salsa dancing information powerhouse, covering salsa dance nightlife, events and classes, in over a dozen countries.

The library of videos covers an extensive range of dancing styles that allow students to comfortably enjoy a new world of exciting people, vibrant nightlife and incredible music.
Also Check Out 5-Star Learn To Dance Mastery Systems:

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
SalsaCrazy's All Dance Styles Mastery System

SalsaCrazy's Latin Dance Mastery System

SalsaCrazy's Salsa Dance Mastery System

DanceCrazy's Ballroom Dance Mastery System
SalsaCrazy Reviews & Testimonials

Hear is what the students and customers have to say about SalsaCrazy.com...

My name is Michelle Santoso and my mother, Mariani, who bought your DVD, doesn't speak English very fluently, but she really wanted to say something about the Salsa Dance Mastery System DVD, so she asked me to be her translator.

She has never salsa danced before until one day she received an invitation to watch a salsa show at a cafe in our hometown Jakarta (Indonesia). Ever since then, she dreamt of learning to dance salsa herself.

So she enrolled in a salsa class last year and after two months, she decided it was too difficult and gave up. She said the steps were too complicated to learn and memorize. Still, my mother wanted to see if there was some way to learn to dance salsa in a less stressful environment where she would not be under pressure to learn the steps immediately, so she looked through the local DVD shops. She was disappointed to find that the DVDs they supplied were of poor quality.

She asked my sister Christine, who was studying abroad in Malaysia, to look for DVDs as well but she had no luck either. Not even the internet offered salsa lessons that were useful or comprehensible, but luckily found SalsaCrazy.com and forwarded the website to my aunt, Juliati Santoso Jones, who currently resides in San Francisco. My aunt bought the Salsa Dance Mastery System Beginners Vols. 1, 2, and 3 and sent it to Jakarta.

My mother is now learning to dance salsa through your DVD and can see, in the comfort of our own home, her mistakes. The lesson that she found the most useful was the Latin Hips for Followers lesson, in which the instructor stated that the followers hips must move in opposition to her footwork to avoid looking bouncy. My mother is ecstatic about your DVD, and is extremely pleased to be able to dance salsa better.

She now often tells me that salsa is not as difficult as it seems and is relaxing after she has confidently mastered the beginning steps. She now dances everyday, every chance she gets (even without music). Thank you for giving a 54 year old woman a youthful bounce in her step.

-- Michelle Santoso
Sign up to receive SalsaCrazy's complete 7 day Salsa Dance training course, FREE!

Want to get in touch? Call, email, or write to us.

We want to hear from you! If you have any questions or concerns about the company, the lessons, the DVDs, or anything else, please don't hesitate to let us know what's on your mind!

Contact SalsaCrazy

Join now and receive a free sneak preview of SalsaCrazy's best-selling beginning salsa dance system... Learn the basics and more, right now!

Fun, step-by-step professional salsa dance instruction (On1) featuring world-renowned salsa dance teacher Evan Margolin, AKA SalsaCrazy.

Free salsa dance videos sent directly to your email...
Please enter your name and email below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Email</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We respect your email privacy.

Get your free videos now!